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Introduction

• This guide provides an overview of how the voluntary carbon market operates today.

• The voluntary carbon market provides an opportunity for organisations to accelerate their efforts to reduce their climate impact.
Many firms, however, have no or limited experience of carbon markets.
• This guide provides such firms with an introduction to the voluntary carbon market ecosystem. It explains the market’s history, how
it differs to regulated markets, why it is so fast growing, how carbon credits are created and transacted, and gives examples of some
of the different organisations operating in each part of the market today.
• Subscribers to our Trove Intelligence platform gain access to much more detailed data, research and information on the voluntary
carbon market and its broader ecosystem. To find out more about our subscription offering please contact info@trove-research.com
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Before we start: some common carbon market terminology
Carbon markets can include a seemingly daunting list of technical terms and acronyms. We set out below some of the most commonly used terms:
Regulated carbon market
Voluntary carbon market (VCM)

A carbon market created under government legislation, where participating companies are required to obtain emission allowances equal to their target level
of emissions. Failure to meet emission limits results in penalties. Allowances can be traded. Also known as a “cap and trade” or “compliance market”.
Provides a means for companies to voluntarily meet their own climate commitments by purchasing carbon credits to offset all or part of their emissions.
Credits are generated by individual projects that sit outside a regulated market.

Carbon credit

A unit of emission reduction created by an activity or set of activities in relation to a counterfactual baseline. Carbon credits may be used against a regulated
emissions target or to meet for voluntary climate or sustainability related claims. A carbon credit represents a reduction of 1 tonne of CO2 equivalent.

Carbon offset

Typically used interchangeably with carbon credit. Applies to credits that are used for the purpose of offsetting emissions.

Emission allowance

The right to emit a unit of emissions in order to comply with a regulated cap. Mostly distributed within a cap-and-trade emissions trading scheme and are
transferable between entities.

Credit issuance

The process of creating a carbon credit based on a verified emission reduction activity over a period of time. Issued carbon credits are recorded in registries.

Credit vintage

The year a project saves the CO2e in is known as the ‘vintage’ of the carbon credit.

Credit retirement
Credit cancellation

The removal of issued carbon credits from circulation so that they unable to be used again. Retired carbon credits are mostly used against voluntary
corporate climate claims such as being “carbon neutral”.
The removal of carbon credits from circulation for use as an offset within a regulated emissions market, such as in California or South Korea.

Credit surplus

The cumulative total of issued credits less retirements and cancellations.

Carbon neutral

Carbon neutral is a present-day claim to offset (or “compensate”) current carbon emissions via the purchase of carbon credits (or less commonly via other
measures such as insetting). Companies can make these claims against their whole business or a certain product or service.

Net zero
29 August 2022

Net zero is a future status that companies commit to achieve. Zero emissions will be achieved in net terms in a target year by first reducing emissions as much
as possible, then neutralising any residual emissions by removing emissions from the atmosphere.
Trove Research Limited
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1. Background to the voluntary carbon market (VCM)
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1. Background to the VCM

Why carbon credit markets?

• The key principle behind the ability to trade emissions (or emission reductions) is that the environmental impact is independent of the source of the
emission/reduction. For carbon emissions, releases of greenhouse gas rapidly mix and accumulate causing the solar radiation to warm the
atmosphere - the greenhouse effect. Actions to slow this warming are beneficial no matter where they are undertaken.

• However, the cost of reducing emissions differs by activity and location. The costs of controlling global emissions can be minimised by focusing
reductions on those activities / locations where the cost is lowest.
• The trading of emissions rights is a mechanism that enables emission reduction activity to be focused in its lowest cost locations. Companies, or
countries, that face a high cost to reducing their emissions can pay a company, or country, with a low(er) emission reduction cost to instead reduce
their pollution. This results in the same volume of emission reductions, but at a lower total cost. 2 Lower total costs should, in turn, enable greater
emission reductions.
• Regulated, or compliance, trading schemes (e.g., the European Emissions Trading Scheme) apply this principle within the boundaries of the capped
facilities. The voluntary carbon market works on the basis of individual projects reducing emissions anywhere in the world. The carbon credits from
these projects can be “claimed” against emission targets, or commitments, elsewhere. These are most likely to be voluntary commitments, but some
regulated schemes allow a moderate use of carbon credits to be used against compliance targets (e.g., cap & trade schemes in California and S.Korea).

The economic gains from this kind of trading are significant.
Modelling by the University of Maryland for IETA in 2019 estimated that the cost of achieving national climate commitments
under the Paris Agreement could be halved with full access to a tradable emissions market, saving USD 250bn/yr in 20301.
1. IETA = International Emissions Trading Association – full report can be found here: https://www.ieta.org/resources/International_WG/Article6/CLPC_A6%20report_no%20crops.pdf.
2. Whilst these gains are significant, in order to hit the world’s climate ambitions, most companies / countries will need to significantly reduce their own emissions. Hence offsetting shouldn’t be seen as full substitute for emissions
reductions, rather a complement to emissions reductions that allows companies / countries to tackle their most difficult to abate emissions.

29 August 2022
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1. Background to the VCM

A brief history

1990s

2000s

Today’s carbon credit markets have their roots in emissions trading markets, which were pioneered in the US in the 1990s with the Sulphur Dioxide trading
programme – a scheme covering 3,200 coal-fired power stations that aimed to reduce acid rain emissions by over 50% between 1980 and 2010. Since then,
emissions trading schemes have been developed around the world focusing mainly on greenhouse gases, notably CO 2 from fossil fuel combustion.
The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in 1997, although its first commitment period began only in 2008 (running to 2012). This imposed strict limits on developed
country emissions but allowed developing countries to increase theirs. As part of this, the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) was launched in 2008 that
allowed developed countries to invest in emission reduction projects in developing countries, and claim those reductions as their own.

The EU Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) also started in earnest in 2008, covering around half of all EU CO 2 emissions. Today it is the largest functioning
market, worth USD 680bn in 2021, having increased significantly in recent years on the back of higher prices.

2010s

The CDM still operates today. However, it peaked in 2011, when its trading volume was around USD 20bn (for context, the EU ETS that same year was worth
USD 85bn), and today demand from countries has dwindled to near zero. This is because the Kyoto Protocol was not continued, with focus switching to the
Paris Agreement (adopted in 2015). The Paris Agreement encourages both developed and developing countries to set climate targets.
Since the Paris Agreement there has been an increase in the number of regulated carbon markets around the world – and a rapid rise in the number of
companies voluntarily committing to reduce their emissions, and/or become carbon neutral or net zero. To achieve their commitments, these companies are
likely to need to offset some of their emissions in the future.

2020s

29 August 2022

Many of the CDM’s administrative processes are used in the voluntary carbon market today. These include methodologies for defining and measuring carbon
credits from hundreds of different types of projects, as well as the procedures for validating and verifying emissions reductions.

Trove Research Limited
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1. Background to the VCM

Regulated carbon markets (I/II): numerous schemes around world

There are now many regulated carbon pricing initiatives around the world, each with different characteristics, level of ambition and prices. The largest trading schemes act as ‘cap &
trade’ where the price in the market is determined by the market cost of achieving the emissions cap. Others (often in developing countries) employ a ‘tax & trade’ model where a
tax fixes the emissions price, but credits can be used by companies to offset their tax liability.
Only some schemes – e.g., California, South Korea and Indonesia – allow the use of carbon credits to offset emissions. The EU, UK & China schemes do not. Credits are not to be
confused with allowances. Allowances within a scheme give the holder the right to emit 1 tCO 2e, and can usually be traded between scheme participants. In contrast, credits
represent where 1 tCO2e of emissions that has been avoided or removed from the air by a project in order to offset an equivalent emission elsewhere.
In 2022 there were 68 regulated carbon pricing initiatives around world,
covering 12 GtCO2e, or 23% of the world’s emissions 1

The largest emissions trading scheme (ETS) (on value basis) is the EU ETS,
although China’s new ETS has the largest emissions coverage
Status
(as of Feb-2022)

China

Operational
(started 2021)

Type

Carbon credits
eligible?

Cap & trade

No

Sector coverage
Power generation
Power generation, oil refining,
cement & lime, steel, pulp &
paper, chemicals, aviation
Power, industry, buildings,
transport, waste, public sector
Power generation, industry, fuel
distribution
Power generation, industry,
domestic aviation
Forestry, stationary energy,
industry, liquid fossil fuels, waste

2019 emissions
(MtCO2/yr)2

4,000

EU ETS

Operational

Cap & trade

No

South Korea

Operational

Cap & trade

Yes

California

Operational

Cap & trade

Yes

UK

Operational

Cap & trade

No

New Zealand

Operational

Cap & trade

Yes

RGGI
(9 US states)

Operational

Cap & trade

No

Power generation

75

Quebec

Operational

Cap & trade

Yes

Power generation, industry

50

Colombia

Operational

Tax & trade

Yes

Power generation, industry

40

Indonesia

In development

Tax & trade

Yes

Power generation

1,600
545
350

127
80

1,500

1. Source: World Bank carbon pricing dashboard – see here; 2. Sources: ICAP carbon action (link), C2ES (link), and Congressional Research Service (link).
29 August 2022
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Regulated carbon markets (II/II): pricing differs significantly by market

1. Background to the VCM

• Prices vary widely between different schemes.

Carbon prices in regulated carbon markets since 2010

• Price differences largely reflect the relative
tightness of each cap and the respective cost
of mitigation options in each jurisdiction.
• By far the highest prices are seen in the EU
(and UK) ETS, which reached USD 100/tCO2e
in early 2022.
• This high price has been driven by a
combination of a tightening cap and high and
volatile gas prices.

• Most other schemes currently trade in the
range USD 15 – 40/tCO2e.
• These typically have less ambitious caps and
rely more on carbon credits from land-based
projects as a price setting mechanism, e.g.,
California and New Zealand.

Source: ICAP Allowance Price Explorer (https://icapcarbonaction.com/en/ets-prices) – data updated as of 2Q22.
29 August 2022
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1. Background to the VCM

Regulated vs. voluntary carbon markets: several key differences

Regulated (or compliance) carbon markets

Voluntary carbon market

Companies required by law to obtain allowances equal to their emissions.

Provides a means for companies to voluntarily meet their own climate commitments by
purchasing carbon credits to offset all or part of their emissions.

Allowances are either allocated or auctioned by the government. Allowances can be
traded between participants creating a local marketplace / carbon price.

Credits are generated by individual projects that sit outside any capped regime. To create
credits, projects need to demonstrate they have reduced emissions below the level they
would have been had there been no sale of carbon credits.

In some regulated schemes carbon credits can be used to offset emissions, and hence
reduce the amount of allowances that the buyer needs to obtain.

Geography: global market
Geography: market covers only specific jurisdiction
Mandating authority: none – companies act voluntarily
Mandating authority: government, regulator, or international body

Buyers: companies how have voluntarily made a climate commitment
Buyers: companies active in sectors covered by regulatory carbon scheme
Penalty for non-compliance: none – except possible reputational damage
Penalty for non-compliance: financial fine or other legal actions
Eligible carbon credits: depends on rules of regulated scheme. Many regulated emission
trading schemes do not permit any use of carbon credits (e.g., EU ETS)

CORSIA
– a quasicompliance
scheme

Eligible carbon credits: widely accepted that only registered credits that have been ‘retired’
from their registry should be used for offsetting. The largest registries are Verra, Gold
Standard, CAR and ACR1 (see slide 24 later in this presentation).

• CORSIA (the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International Aviation) is a scheme developed by ICAO 2 to cap greenhouse gases from international aviation at their
2019 levels (555 MtCO2e). Any growth in emissions above these levels will need to be offset through the purchase of CORSIA-eligible credits.
• The first phase covering 83 countries from 2021 to 2026 is voluntary. The second phase from 2027 to 2035 will be mandatory for all international airlines3.
• CORSIA has developed a specific set of credit eligibility rules. A wide variety of project types will be accepted – but projects must have started after 2016.

1. CAR = Climate Action Reserve and ACR = American Carbon Registry; 2. International Civil Aviation Organisation; 3. With small number of small exceptions such as small island states.

29 August 2022
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1. Background to the VCM

Voluntary carbon market: grown rapidly in recent years

Note subscribers to Trove Intelligence can access much more detailed and up-to-date data on the supply, demand and pricing of carbon credits than is shown here.

Rapid growth in number of credits
being ‘retired’ each year (MtCO2e)
VCM retirements MtCO2e

Average prices have increased by more
than 50% over the last two years

Overall value of primary market has
increased by over 400% from 2019 to 2021

VCM prices USD/tCO2e

VCM primary market size USDm1

161

951

37% pa

6.46

95
70

~9x

5.21

53

328

4.15

44

3.50

33

4.23

3.37

213
130

108

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

158

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

CCUS

Non-CO2 Gases

Non-CO2 Gases

Other

CCUS

Non-CO2 Gases

Other

Fuel Switch

Fuel Switch

Energy Efficiency

Other

Fuel Switch

Energy Efficiency

Renewable Energy

Renewable Energy

REDD+

Energy Efficiency

Renewable Energy

REDD+

Nature Restoration

Nature Restoration

Weighted average prices

REDD+

Nature Restoration

1. The value of primary market value is the volume of retired credits multiplied by the average prices calculated for different project types. These figures do not take into secondary market trading activity (which has also grown materially).
Source: Trove Research, Ecosystem Marketplace
29 August 2022
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Voluntary carbon market: reasons for recent rapid growth
Climate disasters becoming
more frequent and visible

1. Background to the VCM

Evidence of climate change and air pollution impacts are now very visible – e.g., wildfires (Amazon, California, Russian tundra), droughts
(Australia), floods (Europe), rising temperatures (Arctic and Antarctic). Air pollution is now recognised as a major planetary risk with
severe economic and public health consequences – e.g., 1 in 8 deaths in India are now linked to air pollution 1.

Public opinion shifting towards
favouring more radical action

Public concern over climate change is at record levels. IPSOS Mori found 4 in 5 people across globe agree we are heading for disaster if
we don’t act fast. Youth activists (including Greta Thunberg) have, in particular, motivated younger generations to seek urgent action.

Resonance of net
zero ambition

The net zero (by 2050) concept has gained significant traction, with its relative simplicity resonating with individuals, companies and
governments – e.g., 127 countries now have some sort of net zero target2. Its attraction, is in part, its accommodation of highly
meaningful commitments, but deferral of full action for several decades (although it does still require meaningful emission reductions
over the next ten years). The ‘net’ in ‘net zero’ is crucial for carbon markets as it implies the use of offsets in the long term.

Increasing pressure from
institutional investors / lenders

Growth in NGO pressure and
facilitation of net zero targets

First 5-year review of the
Paris Agreement (at COP26)

29 August 2022

Institutional investors and lenders have become increasingly sensitive to the importance of sustainability and broader ESG (e.g., Larry
Fink, CEO of Blackrock, annual shareholder letters). There are now nearly 40 influential organisations representing investor interests and
asking companies to take their approach to climate change more seriously. The most influential include: TCFD, IIGCC, Climate Action
100+, UN PRI, UN Net Zero Asset Owner Alliance, Ceres, Race to Zero, etc – see page 26 for more.
Organisations such as the Science Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) have provided a clearly articulated basis and platform for companies
to declare their climate commitments. There are now well over 100 organisations (think tanks, environmental NGOs, etc) applying
pressure on, and helping to facilitate target setting by, corporates – see page 26 for more. Regulators are also starting to require
greater disclosures around emissions and/or climate risk, acting as a further prompt to corporate climate action.

The first 5-year review at COP26 (deferred one year to 2021 due to Covid-19) was an important milestone that helped to generate
considerable ‘race-to-the-top’ momentum in both countries and companies making material climate commitments. It also provided an
opportunity to clarify and finalise the key principles behind the voluntary carbon market (set out in Article 6 of the Paris Agreement).

1. Source: The Lancet Planetary Health Journal (link); 2. https://zerotracker.net/
Trove Research Limited
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1. Background to the VCM

Carbon credits in the VCM: two main types

Carbon credits in the voluntary market are created by a wide variety of different types of projects. These projects either reduce / prevent emissions being
released into the atmosphere (“reductions”), or remove greenhouse gases already in the atmosphere (“removals”). Removal credits are seen by many as
“higher quality” – however, there are currently far less of them available in the market and they are typically more expensive.

Reduction credits

Removal credits

Projects that reduce / prevent
emissions being released into the atmosphere.

Projects that remove
greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.

Example project types:

Example project types:

• Reducing deforestation (referred to as REDD+)

• Reforestation

• Cookstove distribution

• Biochar production

• Renewable energy

• Direct air capture)

Current scale:

Current scale:

• Vast majority (~90%) of registered credits today are reduction credits

• Relatively small scale to date. Planting trees the only project type operating at any
sort of scale.

• Many project types already in existence with approved methodologies

• Technology based solutions (e.g., direct air capture) are still in their infancy, with
high unit costs - and hence are not yet generating (m)any registered credits.
Scheme eligibility:
• Used by companies today to claim carbon neutrality. However, certain types of
reduction credits not permitted for use within certain regulated markets and/or
commitment certification regimes (e.g., SBTi)

Scheme eligibility:
• SBTi will only accept offsetting with removal credits in a company’s net zero claim.

REDD+ = Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest Degradation + conservation, sustainable management of forests and enhancement of forest carbon stocks
29 August 2022
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Carbon credits in the VCM: produced by a wide variety of project types

1. Background to the VCM

Trove Research’s Carbon Industry Classification System (CICS) categorises all project types
Voluntary carbon market projects range from nature-based projects that protect or regenerate land, through engineered solutions that capture greenhouse
gases, to projects that prevent emissions by changing the efficiency and/or type of energy / fuel used or gases released. Trove Research has developed its
own industry-wide project classification system in order to produce a simple categorisation of the hundreds of different project methodologies in the market.
Much more detail on the supply, categorisation and pricing of different projects is available to Trove Intelligence subscribers.
Project type

Project sub-type

Reduction Removal
(typically) (typically)

Agricultural Land Management (ALM)
Avoided Conversion of Grasslands and Shrublands (ACoGS)

Afforestation/reforestation/revegetation (ARR)
Nature
Restoration Improved Forest Management (IFM)

✓

Peatlands
Blue & Coastal Carbon
Planned deforestation (APD)
REDD+

Unplanned deforestation (AUDD)
General deforestation
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS)

✓
✓
✓
✓

Biochar
Carbon
Direct Air Capture (DAC)
Engineering
Enhanced Rock Weathering (ERW)
Building Materials
Marine Carbon Capture

29 August 2022

Biofuel
Hydrogen and Hybrid

Other

Project sub-type
Energy Demand Reduction

Energy
Efficiency

Energy Distribution
Energy Transport Systems

Clean Cooking
Landfill gas (CH4)
Non-CO2
Gases

Fugitive emissions (CH4)
Chemical (N2O)
Ozone depleting substances (CFCs & HFCs)
Waste management (CH4)
Geothermal

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

BioEnergy with CCS (BECCS)

Fuel
Switch

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Project type

✓
✓
✓

Hydro
Renewable
Energy

Solar
Wind
Storage
Other

Other

Trove Research Limited

Organic Waste

Other

Reduction Removal
(typically) (typically)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
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2. The carbon credit creation process
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2. The carbon credit creation process

How carbon credits are made and sold (I/II)

There are three main stages to the creation of a carbon credit: the creation and registration of a project, the operation of that project then leads to the
issuance of credits, which are then sold to an end buyer who ‘retires’ the credit in order to use it to offset their emissions.
Origination – project creation & registration
Asset owners /
project developers
/ project financers

Project
identified
& funded

Pre-registration
- complete Project
Due Diligence (PDD)

Validation and
verification bodies
(VVBs)
Standard setting
bodies / registries

Project operation – credit issuance

Transaction & offsetting - credit retirement

Project undertaken and CO2e saved each year1
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

…

Year N

CO2e
saving
verified

Project
validated

And so on for every year
of the project’s operation
Methodology
developed
(if applicable)

Project
registered

CO2e saving
registered &
credit issued

Credit
‘retired’2
Intermediaries connect credit seller (i.e., asset
developer) to credit buyer (i.e., corporate)

Intermediaries
(traders, exchanges,
brokers, retailers)

Exchange traded

End buyers
- corporates or
individuals

OtC traded

Credit purchased
& used to offset
emissions

OtC = over-the-counter
1. Note - the year the CO2e is saved is known as the ‘vintage’ of the carbon credit.
2. Should credits be purchased for use in compliance markets (e.g., California) they are ‘cancelled’ instead of retired. They are then reissued as credits as part of the compliance scheme and used – i.e., retired - within that.
29 August 2022
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2. The carbon credit creation process

How carbon credits are made and sold (II/II)

To create and register a new project takes several years, and requires detailed documentation. The operation of a project includes ongoing monitoring and
verification, typically on an annual basis. The number of credits issued in a year is determined by the amount of verified emission reductions / removals.
Carbon credit
lifecycle

Origination – project creation & registration
Project
identified
& funded

Lead times

Methodology
developed
(if applicable)

Complete
PDD

Project
validated

Project
registered

Project operation – credit issuance
Project
runs and
CO2e saved

CO2e
saving
verified

Transaction & offsetting - credit retirement

CO2e saving
registered &
credit issued

Intermediaries connect credit
seller (i.e., asset developer) to
credit buyer (i.e., corporate)

Credit purchased
& used to offset
emissions

Credit
‘retired’

>3 years
~ 2-3 years
<1 year
Hours

Description of Pre-registration activity and
key activities methodology development:
•

•

Projects are designed by developers,
with investors providing financing.

•

Projects are evaluated against
quality criteria defined in project
type-specific methodologies.
If a suitable methodology does not
already exist, developers can
propose new ones to the standard
setting bodies for their approval.

•

29 August 2022

Projects are planned in a preregistration phase. Detailed
documentation is prepared in form
of a Project Due Diligence (PDD).

Validation and registration:
• Independent validators
review the project to ensure
it meets selected standard.
•

•

A project is then registered
with a registry operator
(such as Verra or Gold
Standard).

Only then can it start
operation and issue credits.

Carbon credit issuance(s):
• Once the project is operational,
emission savings are monitored and
re-verified at regular intervals - usually
once yearly.
• The number of credits issued to the
developer are determined by verified
emission reductions.

•
•

Credits are issued in relevant registry in
the account of the project developer.
The year the CO2e is saved is known as
the ‘vintage’ of the carbon credit.

Trove Research Limited

Credit transaction (or securitisation) and retirement:
• Once credits have been issued into the developer’s registry
account, they can be traded – either via exchange or OtC.
•

Exchanges and/or brokers connect credit sellers with credit
buyers. Note some brokers themselves utilise the exchanges.

•

Credits can also be used for instruments, such as CBL’s GEO
futures contracts, or tokenised in blockchain systems.

•

If the owner of an offset wants to claim its emission reductions
(e.g., to make a claim for achieving carbon neutrality), the
offset must then be “retired”.
Offsets can also be cancelled from the registries when they
are moved into another scheme such as a qualifying
compliance scheme (e.g., California).

•

Note OtC = over-the-counter
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2. The carbon credit creation process

Buyers typically buy registered credits – but can invest earlier in process

Typically buyers make spot purchases of registered credits. However, some buyers look to secure credits by investing earlier in the crediting process, either
via long-term offtake agreements or direct project investment. This gives investors access to cheaper credits and greater control over their quality however, it also introduces delivery uncertainty, longer lead times and the potential need for project development expertise.
Carbon credit
lifecycle

Transaction
type

Origination – project creation & registration
Project investment
•

Project operation
– credit issuance

Transaction & offsetting - credit retirement

Offtake agreement

Large and more sophisticated corporate buyers (e.g., Amazon, GSK) looking to contract long term.

Spot
•

Vast majority of transactions are spot trades. Increasing proportion are on exchanges.

Purchase
stage

Methodology
development

Direct project
investment

Emission Reduction
Purchase Agreement (ERPA)

Direct developer
transaction

Pros/cons
for credit
buyers

✓ Competitive advantage in
new methodology
✓ Strong control over quality
✓ Least-cost access to credits

✓ Strong control over quality
✓ Least-cost access to credits

✓ Low-cost access to credits
✓ Can be used as a hedge against
future price volatility
✓ Lower costs than direct investment

✓ Cheaper than going
through a broker
✓ No long-term commitment

✓ Liquid markets and broad
✓ No long-term commitments
range of products
but immediate market access
✓ Immediate access to credits ✓ Allows for small purchase
volumes

 Requires, expertise, resources
and long lead times
 Risk of methodology rejection
 Commitment to long-term
purchase agreement

 Requires development expertise  Commits buyer to long-term
contract
 Long lead times

Potentially long lead-time
 Commits buyer to long-term

 Search costs may be high
 Available volumes may
be low
 Quality concerns over
developers’ unsold stock

 Due diligence and quality
 Most expensive
assurance may be difficult/
procurement option
dependant on data provided  Least control over use and
 Higher direct costs than
quality due diligence
through developers

Retailer
transaction

Highest
delivery risk

Delivery certainty

Certain

Most control
over quality

Quality control

Least control
over quality

Lowest cost
of credits
29 August 2022

Broker / exchange
transaction

Cost
Trove Research Limited

Highest cost
of credits
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There is a growing market in the trading of carbon credits

2. The carbon credit creation process

Historically, spot transactions of carbon credits were all over-the-counter. However, there are now several established exchanges and their share of spot
transactions is growing rapidly. There is also a growing futures market, and increasing trading of standardised contracts.
Subscribers to Trove Intelligence can view detailed datasets around credit transactions, including the world’s most extensive set of pricing indices.
Spot transactions:
Over-the-Counter (OtC) vs. Exchange
• The voluntary carbon market is still in its infancy.
Prior to 2020, trading activity was low and
entirely OtC.
• Since then, a number of exchanges have launched
and exchange-based trading has increased rapidly.
• Trove Research expects the exchange-based
proportion of total trading to increase further as
the overall market continues to grow and mature.
• Subscribers to our Trove Intelligence platform
can access more detailed data on the split of
market activity between exchange and OTC.

Primary vs.
secondary
market
29 August 2022

Futures market

Standardised contracts

• The growth in spot trades on exchanges are
linked, in part, to futures/derivates markets.

• Credits in the VCM are highly diverse, ranging in
project type, methodology, vintage, etc. This
fragmentation potentially limits liquidity.

• In 1Q21 the GEO voluntary carbon credit futures
contract was launched by CME, followed by the
N-GEO futures contract in 3Q21, allowing traders
to hedge future price risk for both product types.
• These contracts list monthly contracts of 1,000
tCO2e lots for the current year and following
three calendar years. Most of these are settled in
December.
• In commodity markets, futures contracts account
for the vast majority of trading activity. As the
voluntary market matures we expect exchange
based futures trading to grow further.

• Purchases of credits by an end-user for retirement represent the primary market. Intermediary
transactions represent the secondary market.
• Trove estimates that the secondary market to be x2-3 larger than the primary market in 2021.
This churn rate is likely to increase as the market matures.
Trove Research Limited

• The shift from OtC to platforms reflects the
emergence of standardised products that are
easier to trade on exchange.
• The main standardised contracts (currently) are:

CBL Nature-Based
High-quality, nature-based offsets
Global Emissions
exclusively from agriculture, forestry
Offset (N-GEO) futures and other land use (AFOLU) projects.
AirCarbon Global
Nature Token (GNT)

Each GNT represents a Carbon Emission
Unit from a nature-based project.

Same as GNT, but project must have
AirCarbon Global
additional co-benefits certification(s)
Nature+ Token (GNT+)
(e.g., CCB standards).
CBL Global Emissions
Offset (GEO) futures

Provides delivery of physical credits
that are compliant with CORSIA rules.

AirCarbon CORSIA
Eligible Tokens (CET)

Represents credits eligible under the
2021-2023 pilot phase of the CORSIA.
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3. Voluntary carbon market ecosystem

29 August 2022
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3. VCM ecosystem

The key players in the carbon market ecosystem (I/II)

The complexities of carbon project development and long lead times have led to specialisations across the value chain.
The ecosystem is continuously and rapidly evolving, including some vertical integration (e.g., ClimateCare and Natural Capital Partners merger).
Origination – project creation & registration
Asset owners /
project developers
/ project financers

Validation and
verification bodies
(VVBs)
Standard setting
bodies / registries

Project operation – credit issuance

Project financers / fund managers
Asset owners / developers
Carbon credit developers

Validation and verification bodies

Standard setting bodies
Registries

Exchanges

Intermediaries
(traders, exchanges,
brokers, retailers)

Brokers
Retailers

End buyers
- corporates or
individuals
Support services
and infrastructure
29 August 2022

Transaction & offsetting - credit retirement

Corporates
Individuals
Carbon measurement (of projects)
Advisory firms – supply side

Carbon measurement (of corporate emissions)
Advisory firms – buy side

Market intelligence
Trove Research Limited
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The key players in the carbon market ecosystem (II/II)

3. VCM ecosystem

A large and expanding number of firms operate in all sections of the carbon market value chain – below are just some examples.
Example firms

(non exhaustive, note
some firms’ offerings extend across multiple rows)

Description
Asset owners /
project developers
/ project financers
Validation and
verification bodies
(VVBs)
Standard setting
bodies / registries
Intermediaries
(traders, exchanges,
brokers, retailers)
End buyers
- corporates or
individuals
Support services
and infrastructure

Project financers / fund managers – provide financing to asset owners to register and develop projects.
Asset owners / developers – own & develop the projects on-the-ground. Often based in LDCs and/or have charitable / conservation backgrounds.
Carbon credit developers – support asset owners to register & create credits (e.g., give technical expertise, complete PDDs, etc).

Validation and verification bodies (VVBs) – provide independent service to validate projects and verify CO 2e savings.

Standard setting bodies – provide the methodologies on how projects are verified and credits calculated.

Registries – administrative support to ensure projects follow appropriate procedures, and maintain accurate accounts of issuances/retirements.
Exchanges – provide venue for buyers & sellers to transact. Connect with registries for auto-settlement & retirement.

Brokers – connect buyers & sellers for specific trades. Sometimes utilise exchanges delivery infrastructure.
Retailers – provide access to credits for small (retail) buyers.
Corporates – purchase credits to ‘offset’ their emissions, often to make a claim for carbon neutrality at product / business level.
Individuals – typically purchase via retailers to offset emissions.

Examples of
corporates making
some claim for
carbon neutrality
(or equivalent)

Carbon measurement – calculate / monitor CO2e savings of projects, and on buy-side support corporates estimate their emissions.
Advisory firms – advise supply side firms, or on ‘buy side’ advise corporate buyers on climate strategy and credit purchases.
Market intelligence – provide data, intelligence and research (including project ratings) on carbon market / specific projects.

1. Note some firms product offerings extend across multiple rows but are only shown once; Note LDCs = Least Developed Countries

29 August 2022
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Standard setting
bodies / registries

Standards set the rules, and registries keep record of credits

3. VCM ecosystem

Standard setting bodies set the methodology / criteria that carbon projects must follow in order to start issuing verified credits.
The four main voluntary standards all maintain their own registries, which act as record keeping entities for issuances and retirements.
The UN CDM also maintains its own registry of projects but most of these are legacy projects created prior to the surge of interest in the voluntary market.
Climate, Community & Biodiversity (CCB, ~100 projects) and Social Carbon (SC, ~60 projects) standards are used as additional attributes within other registries.
Subscribers to our Trove Intelligence platform can access multiple interactive dashboards that provide much more details on the credits of each registry.
Not exhaustive

CDM (Clean
Development
Mechanism)

- other, relatively small,
standards also exist
Number of registered
projects (end of 1Q22)

1,937

1,145

622

484

27

~20

1,518

Issuances (MtCO2e, 2021)

295m

44m

10m

19m

1m

0.09m

101m

Geographic focus

Global

Global

North America

North America

Global

Global

Global

Approved projects types
(# of protocols)

• All types

• Nature restoration (3)
• Renewable energy (7)
• Community-based
energy efficiency (3)
• Waste (1)

Verification / validation

Accredited
VCS auditors.

There are 21 GS
approved VBBs.

There are 9 CAR
approved VBBs.

Registry
administrator

Verra and APX

GS Impact Registry

Climate Action Reserve
and APX

29 August 2022

•
•
•
•

Nature restoration (8)
Non-CO2 gases (5)
Energy efficiency (1)
Waste (9)

•
•
•
•

Nature restoration (7)
Non-CO2 gases (6)
CCUS (1)
Waste (3)

• Nature restoration (5)

• Only Removals projects
• All types except REDD+
(that store carbon for
• ~200 methodologies
minimum of 50 years)

There are 5 ACR
approved VBBs. They
must be ANSI-certified.

There are 9 Plan Vivo
approved VBBs.

Accepts 3 independent
third-party verifiers.

There are currently 28
Designated Operational
Entities (DOEs).

American Carbon
Registry

IHS Markit

Puro.earth registry

CDM (UN Clean
Development
Mechanism)

Trove Research Limited
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End buyers
- corporates or
individuals

Types of end buyer

3. VCM ecosystem

- examples (not exhaustive)

We classify “end buyers” as the market participants who purchase and then retire a credit (as opposed to intermediaries who buy and hold/sell a credit).
Corporates claiming to be carbon neutral (either across their whole business or at a product level) are the largest end buyers of carbon credits today.
Disclosure of the retiring party is not mandatory leading to a lack of transparency in the market – however, Trove Research maintains the world’s largest
database of retirement disclosures providing our subscribers with unique insight on who the big buyers of credits are.
Example firms (non exhaustive, note
Carbon neutral
claims

Carbon neutral is a present-day claim to offset (or “compensate”) current carbon emissions via the purchase of carbon credits.

•

The majority of credit retirements today are made by corporates who want to demonstrate their climate credentials by claiming
‘carbon neutrality’ at a company, service or product level.
Carbon neutrality can just be claimed – but leading corporates seek to have their claim verified externally.

•

Corporates

Carbon neutral
fuel shipments

Net zero
commitments

•
•

Oil and gas companies have also started selling “carbon neutral fuels”, using carbon offsets to support these claims.
Some firms (notably Shell and BP) buy carbon offsets in line with the quantity of fuel sold at the pump. Others take delivery of
whole cargos of carbon neutral oil or gas where the supplier has bought the necessary number of offsets.

•

Trove Research tracks carbon neutral fuel shipment volumes – see here for our latest quarterly report on this topic.

•

Thousands of companies have now made net zero commitments. This a future commitment to reduce their emissions to the
greatest extent possible, and then neutralise any residual hard-to-abate emissions (hence net zero, not simply zero).

•

As this is a future commitment, it is not a driver of credit demand today. However, it is expected to be a very substantial one by 2050.

•

A number of blockchain-based tokens have been established over last couple of years that have bought up registry credits in order to
tokenise them. Trove estimated crypto-based retirements totalled 17 MtCO2e in 2021, or ~10% of total – but this % fell in 1Q22.

•

The most well known tokens include: Toucan (BCT/NCT), Moss (MCO2), Flow Carbon (GNT) and Klima DAO*.

•
•

Like some companies, some individuals also look to offset some or all of their emissions.
Most commonly, they do this at time of a product purchase (e.g., carbon neutral flight tickets) in which case the credit purchase
and retirement is done by the product seller. However, in some cases individuals directly buy credits via a retail platform.

•

This direct demand is small relative to corporate offsetting demand.

“Crypto” tokens

Individuals

some firms’ may extend across multiple rows)

•

*Note KlimaDAO is technically a secondary token which uses Toucan and Moss tokenised carbon credits as its reserve asset.
29 August 2022
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Policy / guidance
bodies

Lots of guidance/policy bodies are trying to shape the VCM

3. VCM ecosystem

- few notable examples (not exhaustive)

A very large number of guidance bodies, initiatives, NGOs and other organisations are trying to influence and shape how corporate climate commitments
and the voluntary carbon market evolves. Trove Research tracks, categorises and regularly reports on guidance updates from nearly 160 of these – a sample
of which are shown below. Subscribers to Trove Intelligence can review these guidance updates via an interactive dashboard and/or monthly report.
Note – many policy bodies cover more than one column but for simplicity may be shown in only one column

Supply-side groups / bodies

Company groups / bodies
Claims &
commitments

Mitigation
pathways

Use of credits

Accounting
& reporting

Carbon credit quality

Governance &
infrastructure

Governmental / NGOs

Multi-sector

Investor groups / bodies

Sector-specific

CCQI

29 August 2022
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Disclaimer

Copyright

This document and its content (including, but not limited to, the text, images, graphics and illustrations) is the copyright material of Trove Research Ltd
unless otherwise stated. No portion of this document may be photocopied, reproduced, scanned into an electronic system or transmitted, forwarded or
distributed in any way without prior consent of Trove Research Ltd.

General disclaimer
The information contained in this publication is derived from carefully selected public sources we believe are reasonable. We do not guarantee its
accuracy or completeness and nothing in this document shall be construed to be a representation of such a guarantee. Any opinions expressed reflect
the current judgment of the author of the relevant article or features, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Trove Research. The opinions
presented are subject to change without notice.

This document contains forward-looking statements and information which reflect Trove Research’s current view with respect to future events. When
used in this document, the words “believes”, “expects”, “plans”, “may”, “will”, “would”, “could”, “should”, “anticipates”, “estimates”, “project”, “intend”
or “outlook” or other variants of these words or other similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements and information. Actual
results may differ materially from the expectations expressed or implied in the forward-looking statements.
Trove Research accepts no responsibility for any liability arising from use of this document or its contents. Trove Research does not undertake Regulated
Activities as defined in Section 22 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and is not registered with the Financial Services Authority of the UK.
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